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Munich Calibration Day 2015
The second consecutive Munich Calibration Day 2015 was held on October 15th,
2015 at Sofitel Munich Bayerpost, located in the heart of Bavaria’s Capital City
Munich, Germany. Munich Calibration Day, or “MCD” for short is a conference
dedicated to measurement technology service, featuring software applications.
MCD prove to be a huge success receiving outstanding reviews from participants and expert speakers.

Leading expert speakers in the field of calibration and metrology provided participants
with real life examples in modern day calibration. The primary focus was set on software applications. The latter is considered a hot topic in particular with respect to requirements derived from what is referred to as Industry 4.0 or the 4th Industrial Revolution. Thus, every single presentation turned into a discussion among expert speakers and participants identifying advantages, disadvantages and areas of application
and improvement.

MCD is an esz AG calibration & metrology initiative. esz AG with headquarters in
Eichenau on the outskirts of Munich, Germany is one of Europe’s leading metrology
labs. Participants, all with a strong background in the field of calibration, from Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the Netherlands showed themselves impressed and satisfied, turning MCD 2015 into a huge success.

The follow up event, Munich Calibration Day 2016, is already at a planning stage.

Speakers at MCD: from left to right.: Maik Stotz, René Buske, Dr.
Teresa Werner, Andreas Schüßler, Philip Fleischmann, Sebastian
Oehrl, Torsten Ring
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esz AG calibration & metrology are one of the leading metrology laboratories in Europe. Core competencies include calibration, repair, asset management and logistical service in the
field of industrial measurement technology.
Customized solutions, a great performance portfolio as well as
cost transparency highlight esz AG calibration & metrology.
World leading and global operating companies count on the reliability of this metrology laboratory with head-quarters in
Eichenau nearby Munich, Germany for almost 40 years.

